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A SIMPLE PROOF OF THE FUNDAMENTALTHEOREM
OF KIRBYCALCULUSON LINKS
NING LU
Abstract. In this paper, we relate surgeries on links and Heegaard decompositions, relate framed links and surface mapping classes, and give a simple proof
of the fundamental theorem of Kirby calculus on links by the presentation of
the surface mapping class groups.

Surgery on links, a beautiful way to describe 3-manifolds, was discovered
independently by Wallace [Wa] and Lickorish [Li] in the early sixties. It has
become even more attractive since Kirby found a criterion—so called Kirby
calculus today—to tell how two such surgeries which define the same 3-manifold
are related by some combinatorial moves. In Kirby's original proof Cerf theory
played a central role which was not easily understood. A more intuitive proof
was suggested by Hatcher-Thurston-Wajnryb's explicit presentation [W] of the
surface mapping class groups. In this paper, we are going to give a new proof of
the fundamental theorem of Kirby calculus using this idea. Instead of proving
Kirby's original version, we will prove directly the simpler version of FennRourke [FR]:
Theorem 1.1 (Kirby-Fenn-Rourke). Two integer framed links determine the
same 3-manifold if and only if they are related by K±x-moves. Moreover, if
all components of these two links are unknotted, then all K±x-moves can be
chosen such that all links involved in the process have unknotted components.
A one-page proof of the equivalence of these two versions can be found in
the paper [FR].
A K-move, as pictured in Figure 1.1, is defined to be an elimination of a ±1labeled unknotted component of the link by doing the corresponding surgery.
And a K~x -move is the reverse process of such a K-move.
A nice thing in our proof is that one actually can see how Heegaard decomposition—another important way to describe 3-manifold—and surgery on links
can be transformed to each other. In addition, if two framed links determine
the same 3-manifold our proof gives an algorithm for relating them by K±xmoves.
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Figure 1
1. Heegaard decompositions of the 3-manifold
associated to a framed link
The Heegaard decomposition and the surgery on links are two important
methods to describe 3-manifolds; they can be translated from one to the other
easily by using the Lickorish's Dehn twist generators of the surface mapping
class groups.
Given a framed link, we are going to construct a Heegaard decomposition of
the 3-manifold associated to it.
Let L be a PL-link in S3 with r components. Let X = S3 - A(L) be
the complement space of L. Let {Xj, Pj}j=\,...,r be the fixed pairs of simple
closed curves on the boundary components F/s of the boundary dX of X,
such that, for each j = Ï, ... , r, Xj isa longitude circle of the solid handlebody
A(L,), Pj a meridian circle of A(L7), and X¡ is null-homologous in the knot
complement S3 - A(L7).
For {(pj, q¡)} a system of pairs of coprime integers, the closed 3-manifold

associated to the framed link (L, {(p¡, q¡)}), denoted by Af(L, {(Pj/qj)}), is
defined to be the 3-manifold

obtained from X by sewing a solid torus along

each Tj with the meridian slope Xqjppf .
When qj = 1, for all j = I, ... , r, we call the surgeries integer surgeries,
and we will simply denote by M(L) = M(L, {pj}) = M(L, {Pj/l}). In this
section, we study only the integer framed links. In general, a rational framed
link can be changed into an integer framed link according to Rolfsen's work

[R].
Instead of Theorem 1.1, we will show the following equivalent theorem.

Theorem 2. Let L and L' be two integers framed links in S3. They determine
the same 3-manifold M(L) = Af(L') if and only if there is a finite sequence
L — Aj , .L ? . . . , ±j

^ i-i ,

such that, for i — 1, ... , n, L' is obtained from L,_1 by one of the following
steps:
(I) D(isk)-move. Add an unknotted component which bounds a disk in X'~x =
S3 - L'-1 to L,_1 with the surgery label ±1 (Figure 2).
(II) A(nnulus)-move. Add two unknotted components which bound an untwisted annulus in X'~x ofL'~x with the surgery labels one +1 and the other
-1, (Figure 3).
(III) K(irby)-move. Eliminate an unknotted component with label ±1 of
L'_1 by doing the corresponding surgery in S3 (Figure 1).
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Obviously, a ^T_1-move is a composition of an A-move, since we may insert
two copies of that component for K~l-move with one sign +1 and one -1 by
an A-mo\e, then use a K-move to eliminate one of them. A D-move is actually
a K~x move. And an ,4-move is a composition of two AT-'-moves. Therefore,
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are equivalent.
Let Fg be an unknotted embedding of the closed orientable surface of genus

g in S3 which bounds two handlebodies Hg and H'^, let O be a fixed basepoint in Fg , and let 38 = {a\, b\, a2, b2, ... , ag, bg} be a chosen system of
basecurves on the surface Fg based at O, such that a,'s are meridians of the

handlebody Hg , and the ¿Vs are meridians of the handlebody H'g.
A Heegaard decomposition of 3-manifold can be described by an orientationpreserving self-homeomorphism of the surface F^ up to isotopy, i.e. an element
of the mapping class group JÍq of the surface Fg . Given a mapping class / of
Jig , the associated 3-manifold M(f) is defined to be the 3-manifold obtained

by regluing the handlebodies H'g and H^ by identifying the points x of dH'g
to the points (x)f of dHg .
We embed the link L in the surface Fg (for g large enough, e.g. g >
b(L) the bridge number of L). For each component L/ of L, the slope of
a component of 7) n Fg in F, has an expression Xjpsj , for some integer Sj .
The number Sj is called the embedding index of L/. Denote by A*1 the Dehn
twist of the circle given by the component L, in Fg ; we have that

Proposition 3.

M(Afl) = M(Lj,Sj± 1).
Proof. By the definition, M(Aj) is obtained by splitting F^ in S3 and regluing
according to the map A7 which changes S3 only a neighborhood A(L,-) of the
twist curve given by L,. Thus M(Aj) can be also obtained by doing some
surgery along the component L,. Consider the way two copies of the annulus
F^ n N(Lj) are glued, it is equivalent to doing a surgery on L, by replacing the
neighborhood N(Lj) by a solid torus whose meridian circle intersects each of
the components of p¡ and T¡ n Fg at one point (Figure 4). Thus, the surgery
is one of the (s, ± l)-surgeries. By convention, we use the same sign for both
the Dehn twist and the surgery, namely the (s, + l)-surgery for L, of A;, and
the (Sj - l)-surgery of L, for Aj"1. D
For genus g large enough, we may assume the embedding has the property
that, for each component L; of L, there is some 1 < i < g such that the
intersection Ln b,■= Ly n b¡ is one point. Given any framed link L = (L;, Pj),
the. next proposition will tell us that the link L can be embedded in the surface
Fg so that the embedding index of the component L; is p¡■- 1, for all j.
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Figure 5
Proposition 4. Given an embedding of the knot L, in Fg with the embedding
index Sj, if L, n b¡ is one point, for some i e {I, ... , g}, we may reembed L,
in Fg by twisting around b¡ once to get an embedding of L, with the embedding
index either Sj + 1 or s¡ - \, depending on the twisting orientation.
Proof. As pictured in Figure 5, the proposition is clear by comparing the slopes
Tj n F g before and after twisting the handle b¿. D
Corollary 5. A closed 3-manifold is obtained by some integer surgeries on the link
L, if and only if it has a Heegaard decomposition described by a composition <p
of Dehn twists of some disjoint, simple, closed curves, which is isotopic to the link
L, in some surface Fg unknottedly embedded in S3.

2. Representing

surface

mapping classes by framed links

Given a Heegaard decomposition of a 3-manifold M, it can be described by
an element <p of the mapping class group J?g of the closed orientable surface
F^ . Certainly y> can be written as a composition of the Lickorish generators
of the group Jtg . Denote the Lickorish generators by Ai, A2,..., Ar which
are Dehn twists of the simple closed curves X\,X2, ... , Xr. Fixing a regular
neighborhood F^x[0, 1] of the closed surface Fg , choosing a bunch of parallel
copies of the surface Fg x £1, Fg x e2, ... , Fg x er, for some 0 < ei < e2 <
er < 1, and embedding those curves one by one in the copies of the surface in
the composition order, we obtain a link

L={(A;,£;)b=i,...,rBecause all the X/s are given by the Lickorish generators, the imbedding indices are all 0. Thus each Dehn twist is equivalent to a ±1-surgery on the
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corresponding curve, and there is a unique way to choose the label either +1
or -1 for each component of the link according to the twisting orientation.
Obviously, the surgery on this framed link gives the same 3-manifold as the
Heegaard decomposition does.
In general, consider the same closed orientable surface Fg in the 3-sphere
S3 as in the last section. Denote by F^ x [0, 1] a regular neighborhood of
Fg, such that Fg x 0 c Ug and Fg x 1 c FL'g. Let e0 = 0 < £i < e2 < er <
er+i = 1 be a sequence of numbers, called level numbers. Let f , f2 and fr
be a sequence of mapping classes of JAg . Denote by M(f , f2, ... , fr) the
3-manifold obtained by gluing together the handlebodies Hg , H'g and thicken
surfaces F^ x [e;, e;+1], for j = 1, 2, ... , r along there boundary surfaces
in the way that, the boundary surface of Hg and that of H'g are identified
to the boundary surfaces Fg x 0 of Fg x [0, ei] and Fgx 1 of Fg x [er, 1]
respectively by the identities, and the points x of the boundary surface Fg x j
of the thickens surface Fg x [e,, e;+1] are identified to the points (x)f of the
boundary surface Fg x j of Fg x [e7_i, e,], for j = 1,2, ... , r. From the
construction, clearly the 3-manifold M(f , f2, ... , f) is homeomorphic to the

3-manifold M(f- ••f2f).
Therefore, given a framed link L = {L7}i<y<r, if we may embed the link in
the collection of surfaces Fgx{ei, e2, ... , er] with proper embedding indices,
such that the component L7 is embedded as the circle (6j, e,), and the surgery
along Lj with the given coefficient is equivalent to the Dehn twist 8/ of the
circle 6j, then we will say that the link L represents the mapping class <p@r ■■■B2&\ . Clearly, the following proposition is obvious.
Proposition 6. The 3-manifold M(L) is homeomorphic to

M(er

e2ei) = m(Oi , e2 ••er).

Actually, given an expression of the mapping class <p in Dehn twists

<p= ere2el,
where 67 is a Dehn twist of some circle 6¡, for 1 < j < r, we have a unique
way to construct a link L of r components to represent y> by choosing a
sequence of numbers 0<ei < e2 < ■■■< er < 1 and letting L, be the circle
(dj, £j) in Fg x Ej, for all 1 < j < r. Thus, when we give an expression of y>
in Dehn twists, we can always have a framed link L, which represents the map

3. The topological

realization

of the algebraic

process

Now we are going to prove Theorem 2. One direction is obviously trivial,
that is, the amoves and the .rv-moves leave the 3-manifold unchanged, i.e.

M(L'-1) = M(L'),forall

i.

The sufficiency of the elementary moves will be proved by using the stable
equivalence of the Heegaard decompositions and by using some properties of
the mapping class groups.
Let y> and y>' be two mapping classes represented by the framed links L
and L' respectively. If they describe two Heegaard decompositions of the same
closed 3-manifold M = M(y>) = M(y>'). By the Singer stable equivalence theorem [S], we may add enough trivial handles so that both splitting surfaces are
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isotopic. When we add the trivial handles the twist curves are untouched, thus
the new gluing mapping is still represented by the same framed link. Therefore,
we may assume that both Heegaard surfaces of the mappings tp and <p' are the
same, i.e. <p'= f • <p• f, for some f e J^g and/' e Xg , where we denote by
3£g and 3?g the subgroups of the group JAg consisting of the mapping classes
which can be extended to the handlebodies Hg and H'g respectively.
Our proof of Theorem 2 consists of three steps. At first, we change L by
the elementary moves to a link L1 , which represents y>', the mapping class
represented by the link L'. At second, assuming <p= <p', we change the link
L by the elementary moves to a link L2 , which represents y> in an expression
of the Lickorish generators. Finally, assuming both L and L' represent <p in
the Lickorish generators, their expressions can be transformed to each other by
using the defining relations of Hatcher-Thurston-Wajnryb's presentation of the
mapping class group Jfg ; we will realize these transformations topologically by
the elementary moves.
Step 1. Construct a link L1 representing tp' = f'tpf
D-moves, A-moves and AT-moves.
This is based on a result in [L].

from the link L by using

Theorem L. The group A%gis generated by the Dehn twist M of the meridian
circle a\ of the solid handlebody F\g, and four other elements n, v, x and
p from A%gn Jtfg, and the group Jig is generated by the Dehn twist L of the
meridian circle b\ of H'g, and the same four elements n, v, x and p from

JígC\JígA Where n = nx, n\ = (AíBíA¡)2 is a \&0°-twist of the ith handle
along the waist curve c¡ = [a¡, b¡], v —v\, v¡ = (AjBjZjAí+iBí+1)3 is a 180°twist of the ith and (i + Y)th handles along the circle c'¡ = [a¡, b¡][a¡+i, b¡+\],
r — n2xv\v.\v\ ■•■n2g_xvg^\iíg rotates the handles, p = AXZXXB2,and A¡, B¡
and Zj are Dehn twists of the curves a¡, b¡ and z¡ - bi+\[bi+\, a¡+i][b¡, a¡]a¡
respectively as pictured in Figure 6.

Thus, the mapping class tp' is obtained from <p by multiplying some M,
p, 7z,'s and i/,'s on the right side, and some L, p, 7r;'s and i/,'s on the left

side.
Multiplying by M±x on the right or by L±x on the left is clearly equivalent
to adding a new component (a*1, S) or (bfx, 1 -Ô), for ô > 0 small enough,
which is exactly a D-move.
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Multiplying by p±x on the right (or similarly, left) is equivalent to adding
three components (a^1, 8), (zf1, 23) and (b2x, 3ô), for some 0 < 3 < \ei,
which is equivalent to one D-move that gives (afx, 3), and one ^4-move that
gives the other two components, since all components are unlinked.
Multiplying by n~x on the right (or similarly, left) is equivalent to adding
six components:

a¡ x {13, 93, 103, 128},

and

b¡x {S3, 118},

for some 0 < 8 < ^£j. This can be realized in the following way:
(1) By amoves, we may add the following pairs:

((at,128), (a,, ô)), ((bi,118), (bi, 28)), ((äi, 103), (a¿, 33)),
((äi, 93), (a,, 43)), ((b,, S3), (b¡, 53)), and ((S,, IS), (a¡, 63)).
(2) Then, we may remove the components in the levels 8, 28, 38, 43, 53
and 68 by AT-moves,i.e. by doing the corresponding surgeries, as shown in
Figure 7. We first remove (a¡, 8), none of the circles from the other five levels
needs to change. Second we remove (b¡, 5r5) and change the label of (a¡, 68)
to 0. Thirdly we remove (a¡, 38) and (a,, 48) and change the label to (b¡, 28)
to +1. Fourthly we remove (b¡, 28) and change the label of (a,, 68) back to

-1. And finally we remove (a,, 63).
(3) The composition of the Ä"-moves in (2) is equal to the mapping class
7i,, which is an element of the group 3£g n 3£g . Therefore, it is equivalent
to an isotopy deformation of the 3-sphere S3 which deforms the thickened
surface F x [18, 1] to itself. Now isotopically we deform it back and obtain a link consisting of the old link L and six more components in the levels
18,%8, ... , \28 , which represents the map q>n~x.
The reverse process gives the way to multiply n¡.
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Finally, multiplying by vi

on the right (or similarly, left) is equivalent to

adding fifteen components:

Z>,+]
x{205,255,305},
ä1+, x {195, 245, 295}, z, x {185, 235, 285},
bix {118, 228, 218}, and ïï, x {165, 215, 265},
for some 0 < 5 < ^,£i. This can be realized by the same three steps as we did
for 7ij.
( 1) We add first fifteen pairs of circles

{L31-Ï = (x,(31 - 05), L; = (Xi, W)}/=i,2,...,i5.
by doing some .4-moves, where x,■ = a¡ if i — 5, 10, 15, x, = b¡ if i —

4,9, 14, x, = z¡ if /"= 3,8, 13, x, = b¡+\ if i = 2,1, 12 and x, = a¡+\ if
i = l,6,ll.
(2) In order to remove the components
lowing lemma:

L',, L'2, ... , L'15, we need the fol-

Lemma 7. We may simply insert or eliminate an unknotted component with label
±1 by using some K-moves and A-moves if there is some component with label
0 parallel to it.
Proof. As shown in Figure 8(a), let ß be an unknotted component with label
±1, and let a be a component parallel to ß with label 0. We first insert a pair
y and y' with the labels j- 1 and ± 1 around the circle a respectively by doing
an ^4-move (Figure 8(b)). Next we do the K-move to remove the component
/ , that changes the label of a into ^=1 (Figure 8(c)). Then similarly we do the
A"-moves to eliminate the components ß (Figure 8(d)) and a (Figure 8(e)).
Thus the lemma is done. D

Now consider the link {^Ak}\<k<\5pictured in Figure 9(a). We first eliminate
the components L'5, L'14, L'2 and L'u by doing some A"-moves (Figure 9(b))
that change the labels of L'A, L'15, L'¡ and L'12 into 0. Second we eliminate the
components L'10, L'13, L'3 and L'6 by Lemma 3.2 (Figure 9(c)). Thirdly we
eliminate the components L'g and L'7 by doing some AT-moves (Figure 9(d))
that change the labels of L'15 and L', to be -Is. Fourthly we eliminate the
components L'15 and L\ by doing some A-moves (Figure 9(e)) that change
the labels of L'4 and L'12 to be —1 . Fifthly we eliminate the components L'4
and L'12 by some A*-moves(Figure 9(f)) that change the label of L'g to be -1 .
And finally do the A"-move to remove L'g.
(3) As we did for n~x , deform the link back to the original embedding by
an isotopy of the 3-sphere S3, since n¡ eJê'gf\ A%'.
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Figure 9
The reverse process gives the way to multiply v¡.
Repeatedly using the above process, Step 1 can be accomplished clearly. And
we may assume <p= tp' from now on.

Step 2. We can change the links L and L' into a form that each component
corresponds to some twist curve of some Lickorish generator generated by using
some ^4-moves and A"-moves.
For L = {Lj}i<j<r, the representation of (p given by L corresponds to an
expression of tp in Dehn twists:

p = e,.-.er--ei,
where 6; is the Dehn twist of the curve Q¡, which represents the component
L; = (6j, Bj), for 0 < £i < • • ■< £r < 1.
Recall that, for each j = 1,..., r, we may assume that 6j intersects either
some a¡ or some b¡ transversely at exactly one point. Indeed, as we did in
§2, we may assume that each of the original 0/s from L intersected some b¡
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transversely at exactly one point. And all new added components by Step 1
also have this property, because they represent Lickorish generators. Thus the
closed curve Q¡ is not null-homologous in the closed surface Fg . Therefore,
the Dehn twist 8; is conjugate of L, the Dehn twist of the circle b\, and 87
admits an expression in the Lickorish generators of the form

e; = r1r2..r/Lr-1...r2-1r71,
where each T, is a Lickorish generator. We will realize this expression topologically by doing some ^-moves and A"-moves inductively on the number /.
Actually, let 8j = T2 • • •Y¡LYJX■■■F2X, which is a Dehn twist of some curve
d'j, and yi and yxx denote the twist curves representing the Lickorish generators Ti and F~[x, and let 5 be a small number with

0 < 25 < max{£, - e,-_i, ej+\ - £,},
(Figure 10). We can replace the component L, = (6j, e,) by three components
L/i = (y\, e + 28), L'j = (d'j, £,) and L,2 = (y~x, e,-- 25) in the following
way:
(1) Use two ,4-moves to insert two pairs of (y, y~l) ; one pair consists of
L/i = (V\, e + 25) and L'-, = (yxx, e + 3), and the other consists of L'-2 =
(yi, e-3) and L;2 = (yxx, £-25), i.e. the expression becomes riT^O^riTj"1.
(2) Then use two A"-moves to eliminate the components L^, = (yxx, e + 3)

and L'-2= (y\, e - S), i.e. replace r^'O^T! by Q'j.
Repeatedly using this method until Q'j = L, the old component L, has been
replaced by 2/ + 1 components which represent Ti ,F2, ... ,F¡, L,Fjx, ... ,
F2X, Txx respectively.
Doing the same process for each 8;, the link L can be transformed into
the required form. The same argument can be done for the link L' which
completes Step 2.

Step 3. If L and L' are both formed by the twist curves of the Lickorish
generators and both represent the same mapping class tp' = tp, then they are
related by some elementary moves.
Since both the links L and L' are formed by the twist curves of the Lickorish
generators and both represent the same mapping class <p'- <p, i.e. they give two
different expressions of q> in the Lickorish generators. Hence, they must be
related by finitely many insertions or eliminations of either a word of the form
A* ' AT', for A a Lickorish generator, or a defining relation of some presentation
of the surface mapping class group Jig . So now, all we need is to realize this
algebraic process by topological moves.
Claim 1. An insertion of a word of type A±1ATl is equivalent to an A-move.

This is obvious from the construction.
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Claim 2. An elimination of a relation in Hatcher-Thurston-Wajnryb's presentation of the surface mapping class group J?g , for some g > 3, is equivalent to a
composition of K-moves.
We recall the presentation first (cf. [B or W]):

Theorem W (Hatcher-Thruston-Wajnryb). The mapping class group Jtg of the
closed orientable surface Fg, for g > 3, is generated by the Dehn twists A0, Ax,
... , A2g of the curves an, a\, ... , a2g as drawn in Figure 11 respectively, and
is presented by the relations:
(a)

AtAj = AjAj,

ifcxi Da,- = 0,

(b)

AiAjAi= AjAiAj,

if#(a¡ n a,) = 1,

(c)

A0B0 = (AlA2A3)\

(d)

AsBxB2= AxA^A&,

(e)

B4 = GB4G~X,

where (f) B¿ = FíAqF[~x is the Dehn twist of the curve /?, pictured in Figure 11,
for i = 0, 1,2,3,4,
and G and F¡'s are given words in A¡'s.
To eliminate a part of link given by a defining relation, is equivalent to doing
the corresponding surgeries on this part, since the composition of them gives
the identity. So, what we need is to put the components of that part in a good
order, such that we may do surgeries on these components in that order with
the property that, in each step the surgery is a ±1-surgery on an unknotted
component, i.e. a A"-move.
Now we discuss the cases separately.

Cases (a) and (d). In these cases, since the linking number of any two components is zero, when we do a A"-move on one component the other components
remain unknotted with the original labels. Thus, we may remove them in an
arbitrary order.
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Cases (b), (e) and (f). We may unify these cases in the following form

Ä-1e„---e2ei^e1-1e2-1"-e-1

= i,

where 87 = A¿J for some i¡, for j = 1,2,...,«.
We denote 8¡, 6,, a
and ß the components representing 8,, 8"1 , A and B~x respectively, for
i = 1,2, ... , n . And we may order them in the following way:

9\, d\, 62, 62, ... , 6„, 6n, a, ß.
In fact, when we remove 6\, 6\ remains the same. After we remove both
61 and 6\, all components remain the same as before except the component a is possibly changed, which represent Q\AQ\~X now. Hence, we repeat the process for 62, and 62, and so on until we remove 0n and 6n .
Now the link contains only two components, one is ß, representing B~x,
which had never been changed, and the other one is a, which represents
8„ •828i;48j~182~1 ■Qñl = & • Thus a must be a component parallel to
ß with the opposite label, since any two curves in the surface representing the
same Dehn twist must be isotopic. It implies that a is ±1-labeled, unknotted,
and unlinked with ß .
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Case (c). As drawn in Figure 12(a), we have 14 components:

Q = (aö',£+135),

ß = (ßQ-x,e + 148),

and

a{ = (a¡, e + (3j-i+l)8),

for i = 1,2, 3 and j = 1, 2, 3, 4, in the levels e + 8, £ + 25, ...,£+145,
for some 0 < e, 3 < 1 , which represent Aq x , Bq ' , and A¡, i = 1,2,3,
respectively. We will remove the components in the following order:
a, ß, a\,

a\,

a\,

a2, a2, a\,

a\,

a\,

a\,

a\,

a2, a\.

Precisely, since a, ß , and a\ are not linked with any component of the sublink
which represents relation (c), we may first do the A"-moves to remove them

(Figure 12(b)).
Next we do the A"-moves to eliminate a2 and a\, which switch only the label
of the component a2 from +1 to -1 (Figure 12(c)). Now the components
a2 and a2 become two parallels with the oppose labels, we eliminate them by
an ^4_1-move (Figure 12(d)). And now we have unlinked components, a] and
a2 , and remove them by doing some A"-moves (Figure 12(e)). After then we
remove the components a\ and a\ which only switch the sign of a2 (Figure
12(f)). Then we remove a\ and a2 by doing an ^_1-move (Figure 12(g)).
Finally do a A^-moveto remove a\ .
.As we pointed out in the last section, aK~x-move is a composition of an
A-move and a A"-move. And an A~x-moves is a composition of two A"-moves.
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Hence, an inverse process of Claim 2 or Claim—an elimination of a word of
type A±1A=Fl or an insertation of a relation in Hatcher-Thurston-Wajnryb's
presentation of the surface mapping class group Jfg , for some g > 3—is also
equivalent to some composition of the ^-moves and A'-moves. Therefore, we
have a complete topological realization of the algebraic process, which finishes
our proof of Theorem 1.2. □
Before ending the paper, we present an interesting fact that we learned from
Professor R. Lickorish, which is a little bit stronger than Theorem 1.

Theorem 8. The integer framed links determine the same 3-manifold if and only
if they are related by +l-labeled K±x-moves and -1-labeled D±x-moves.
Proof. All we need to show is that, a -1-labeled A'±1-move is a composition of
some +1-labeled K±x-moves and some -1-labeled D±x-moves. This is clearly
shown in Figure 13. D
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